Ge bug light

Harpie Bug Swarms are insectoid Slayer monsters that require level 33 Slayer to kill and level 33
Firemaking to light the unlit bug lantern. A lit bug lantern must be equipped to deal any damage
to them. Players often kill harpie bug swarms as many consider them a good source of medium
clue scrolls as they have relatively low defence. Harpie bug swarms use rapid Ranged attacks
and do quite a bit of damage for their combat level. If a lit bug lantern is not equipped, any
attacks on them will not hit. They are weakest to crush attacks. Due to their weakness to crush
and quick range attacks, it is recommended to equip good melee armour and a dragon mace as
its special attacks can deal massive damage on them. Alternatively, players can mage or range
harpie bug swarms from the eastern side of the stream at the eastern end of their habitat to
avoid taking any damage from them, although this does mean expenditure in terms of runes or
ammo for ranged weapons, and using magic is not recommended due to their natural resistance
to magical attacks. Ava's device does not work across the stream to retrieve bolts. Another
place to mage or range them is north of the brown ridge. They will not come too far in between it
and the sea. Another viable strategy, for those that have finished the Tai Bwo Wannai Trio
quest, is to use Protect from Ranged prayer and refill prayer points at the Tribal statue in the
village, a short run away. They're found east of the Jogre Dungeon. Since Harpie Bug Swarms
are located close to the Karamja general store, it is possible to buy food there as well as sell
drops. However, if one wishes to use a bank, there is one in the TzHaar City , found beneath
Karamja Volcano , and the route is made shorter with the mithril grapple shortcut 53 Agility, 42
Ranged and 21 Strength required on a peninsula just east of the cliff. If you don't wish to or
cannot use that shortcut, you may also bank in Shilo Village after you complete the Shilo Village
quest. Also, Rionasta in Tai Bwo Wannai Village can send items to the bank for 10 trading sticks
per item, although he cannot take items out of the bank. The bank in Zanaris is also close, if you
can use fairy rings northeast of CKR , as the bank is just north-west of the main fairy ring in
Zanaris. Players can still be assigned harpie bug swarms as Slayer tasks, even if they do not
have the 33 Firemaking level required to light an unlit bug lantern. Players cannot use
assistance from other players to light an unlit bug lantern, therefore 33 Firemaking is a
necessary requirement to enable players to kill harpie bug swarms. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
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Mimic kill token. Stalker creatures. Christmas lights bring a unique glimmering warmth to your
holiday seasonâ€”or your backyard, your favorite dive bar, or really anywhere else, for that
matter. Like all LED models, the GE Colorite lights are safer, more durable, and longer lasting
than traditional incandescent lights, and they barely draw any electricity at all. The bulbs should
last for at least 10 holiday seasons, and you can replace individual bulbs if they go out or you
can just leave those; the rest of the strand will stay lit. Overall, these lights offer better benefits
and have fewer drawbacks than any other indoor lights we tested. The GE lights have sold out
quickly the past few years, so if that happens again, we recommend the Christmas Designers T5
Smooth LED Christmas Lights available in warm white, multicolor, or solid color. In our tests
the multicolor lights looked as good as those from GE, while the warm white lights had a cooler
tone that was a little further from the coziness of an incandescent. These lights offer all the
benefits of LEDs as well as a design that makes each bulb impervious to moisture for weeks in

the snowy, sleety, rainy outdoorsâ€”we confirmed that by leaving a lit set submerged in a
water-filled bucket all day. We liked the warmth of the color, the bright light output, and the
manageable wires. Pro lighting designers and other experts have consistently named this
particular type of bulb as the ideal choice for outdoor holiday-lighting displays. These mini-light
sets emit the warmest overall light, and like our other picks, they have an easy-handling wire.
With 16 million color choices and a library of customizable animations and effects, the Twinklys
are incredibly versatile. But they are expensive, and the app could use some work. These
Wi-Fiâ€”enabled Christmas lights offer 16 million color choices that can be employed in any
number of moving, blinking, multicolored patterns. They are significantly more expensive than
most other Christmas lights, but the endless possibilities and weather-resistant construction
mean you can also keep them strung up all year round and customize the colors to go with
every occasion. You can even sync the flashing lights to move in time with music. As
impressive as the Twinkly app might be, it does glitch on occasion, and the user interface could
use some improvements, particularly on the mapping feature and the music sync. Still, we
expect this software to continue to improve; we even observed some noticeably helpful
firmware updates in the course of our testing. Also available in a count set that will save you
more money per bulb. We also enlisted the aid of professionals in our testing process to help us
assess the color quality of each string light set. In previous years, we consulted Susan Moriarty,
executive creative director and founder of the Boston-based creative agency The Soapbox
Studio , who has 20 years of experience as an art director, designer, and photographer. For our
most recent round of testing, we relied on the eyes of Bridget Collins, the interim lighting and
projections supervisor at the Tony Awardâ€”recognized Huntington Theatre Company , a
Boston theater where guide co-author Thom Dunn was a writing fellow from to , as well as Ari
Herzig , a professional lighting and projections designer. For this guide, however, we focused
on the standard nonblinking miniature or T5 lights. These are the small, traditional,
candle-shaped Christmas lights that most people are used to. During our research, we also
found that blinking lights represent a very small minority of the available lights, so we stayed
with the type that remains lit at all times. The earliest Christmas lights were
incandescentâ€”that is, they got their glow from a heated filament inside the glass bulb, like any
other commercial light bulb. This component creates a nice, warm radiance in the room that
many people associate with the holiday season. LEDs tend to cost more than their incandescent
counterparts, but they also last longer and use a lot less electricity, and thus produce less heat,
which makes them safer overall. But the technology has advanced enough in recent years that
we feel confident recommending them. However, we still sought out some incandescent options
for people who prefer that traditional warmth. Many LED Christmas lights can work well indoors
or outdoors. For outdoor lights, our experts directed us toward a specific style of LED:
5-millimeter wide-angle conicals. But as with regular LED bulbs, the color of the light is a
concern. Unfortunately, that is an issue with LEDs. Due to improvements in technology, many
companies manufacture a warm white color that, depending on the quality of the LED, can
closely mimic but not fully achieve the pinpoint sparkle of an incandescent. Our testing
confirmed that there is a tremendous variety in LED color hues, from the fantastic to the terrible.
Orr told us that he purchases his lights from a specialty retailer, so we also looked at lights
from Christmas Designers , Christmas Lights Etc , and Christmas Light Source. These specialty
retailers deal only in Christmas lights and focus on the needs of the professional, though they
certainly have no problems with a regular shopper purchasing from them. We dismissed
companies that had overall poor reviews Holiday Time , strange or incomplete bulb selections
EcoSmart , or suspiciously low pricing Home Accents Holiday. AGPtek, in particular, deals only
in solar-powered or battery lights, which are more of a specialty item, and we wanted to
concentrate on general tree and exterior lighting. For our most recent tests in , we looked at 11
sets of white lights, eight sets of multicolor lights, and one set of color-changing lights. Overall,
we found that the wire quality has a lot to do with the success of a strand of lights. Some of the
tested lights had tidy, close-knit strands of wire, while others were loose and messy. Some
wires needed untwisting before use, like an old phone cord, and still others continued to
accordion back on themselves no matter how we tried to stretch them out and lay them flat. GE
was the first company in America to sell Christmas string lights, and we think it still makes the
best ones overall. They also produce a warm radiance that closely resembles the classic glow
of incandescent bulbs. GE has relied on the same Christmas lights manufacturer for more than
40 years, and that pedigreeâ€”and qualityâ€”shows. When it came to color temperature, the
Colorites were the clear winner in our tests. The warm white and multicolor strands both gave
off a warm tone that was closer to the overall look of an incandescent strand than what we saw
from any of the other LEDs we considered. Note, however, that we made this distinction while
specifically looking for differences between the bulbs: Once we were about 5 feet away, it

became extremely difficult to tell these LEDs apart from the strand of incandescents, and we
would be happy to light up our home with them. We also liked that the GE Colorite wire strands
were easy to manage. In our tests, they were tidy and had a nice flex. Out of the box, the lights
unraveled nicely. And unlike other brands we tried, they needed no twisting on our part to
stretch and flatten them out. Instead of having a detachable bulb and a separate socket as an
incandescent does, these bulbs encase a light-emitting diode in a block of molded plastic. We
recommend the GE Colorite lights for indoor use, but they survived our outdoor durability tests,
too. If you do end up breaking a bulb, the Constant On feature means the other ones will stay lit
until you replace it, which is also possible. Incandescents, on the other hand, produce heat and
can get quite hotâ€”although newer incandescents are highly unlikely to ever start a tree fire,
they could give an unsuspecting toddler quite a jolt. This means you can use them with a
dimmer or a lighting controller, too. With stackable plugs, you can piggyback multiple strands
directly on the same outletâ€”a useful feature for outdoor displays where you might be lighting,
for example, bushes in opposite directions on either side of a single outlet, but less of a
necessity indoors. The lack of such a plug design could make for a crowded wall outlet, but a
small power strip will solve the problem. You can still attach the Colorite strands end to end,
just as you would any other set of Christmas lights. Christmas-light purists may be dismayed at
the look of the purple GE Colorite bulb. For the past few years, these GE lights have sold out in
early December and remained unavailable for the rest of the season. Unfortunately, this also
means that, if you have to wait a year to buy another set, the color temperature might not match
exactly to the lights you bought last year. This can be particularly noticeable with white bulbs.
In our tests, the Christmas Designers lights were very similar to the GE Colorites but slightly
less bright and less warm. The wires that connect these lights are also tightly wound, which
makes them just as easy to wrap up as they are to unravel and maneuver around a tree. The
upside is that this design makes it even harder for dirt and water to infiltrate the bulb and
damage the circuitry; these bulbs are likely to be even more resilient outside than the GE bulbs.
Otherwise, the LEDs contained within that plastic bulb offer all the same benefits as the LEDs
from GEâ€”low energy use, no heat output, and a longer life overall. Christmas Designers lights
are also uniquely available in solid-color strands in addition to the standard warm white and
multicolor. This is because the company mainly sells to professional installers, although
regular-shopper sales have increased significantly in recent years. Christmas Lights Etcâ€”not
to be confused with Christmas Designersâ€”also focuses largely on pro installations and thus
offers a wide variety of lighting options, including white, multicolor, and solid single colors, with
different bulb quantities and spacings. They also have a clean and tight wire, which in our tests
made handling, hanging, and storing them easy. And because their electrical requirements are
so low, you can connect a whopping 43 strands and run them on a single outlet before worrying
about tripping a breaker; this design reduces the need for extension cords, which can be a big
hidden cost with larger exterior displays. These Christmas Lights Etc outdoor lights are slightly
brighter than our previous pick from Christmas Designers , but the two are otherwise similarâ€”
if you find the Christmas Designers version available in a color you prefer or at a better price,
go for it. The odd, stubby shape of the 5 mm wide-angle bulbs gives these lights a distinctive
appearance. The Christmas Lights Etc wide-angle lights have what are called molded
bulbsâ€”that is, each bulb is a completely sealed, one-piece unit. There is no separating the
bulb from the wire, and thus no way for moisture or grime to work into the socket, which makes
them even better suited for outdoor displays. We tested this design by submerging the lights in
a bucket of water outdoors overnight, and at no point did the lights show any ill effects from the
test. Overall, we think this is a worthwhile trade-off for a bright set of lights that is likely to last
even longer than other LED string lights. Just try not to step on the bulbs, and you should be
fine. If you have great ambitions for your Christmas display, Christmas Lights Etc also offers a
bulk discount for its outdoor lightsâ€”the more you buy, the less you pay for each individual
set. If by some chance the Christmas Lights Etc outdoor lights are unavailable, Christmas
Designers sells nearly identical strands of 5 mm wide-angle bulbs in white, multicolor, or solid
single colors that are a little dimmer but otherwise just as good. The heated filament inside the
bulb gives them that starry sparkle. In our tests, the wires on the Christmas Lights Etc
incandescent lights were tight and organized, and once we stretched them out, they lay flat and
straight with no issues. Incandescents will never last as long as LEDs, but the wiring and
wrapping on these make them feel sturdy and resilient enough to last for several seasons.
Incandescent lights also use more energy, so you can connect only up to five strands of the
Christmas Lights Etc incandescents as opposed to plus strands of LED string lights. But if a
bulb does go out, the rest of the strand remains lit. Like most items from Christmas Lights Etc,
the incandescent strands are available in a variety of bulb spacings and colors, including
multicolor and solid single colors. We tested only the standard clear white lights. Other

companies, including GE, have tried to create color-changing lights, but none of them have
come close to what Twinkly has done with these lights: 16 million color choices that can be
applied to a potentially endless number of patterns and lighting effects, all of which can be
controlled and customized through an app. With one tap, you can set your lights to mimic the
glimmer of falling snow or the swelling of a fire or even the Italian flag the company is based in
Italy; but you can easily sub in a different flag too. The Twinkly setup process is fairly simple
and straightforward, at least as far as it is with any smart-home device is. Download the Twinkly
app, and it walks you through everything you need. You can do this two-dimensionally if your
lights are on a railing, for example , three-dimensionally all around the Christmas tree, for
example , or not at all. The app intuitively identifies which bulbs are where and uses this
information to plot customizable animations across your light display; you can even choose
one individual light to make a different color from the rest. It gets confused if there are other
lights nearbyâ€”including other Twinkly setsâ€”and sometimes misinterprets reflections on the
glass on a light bulb. The user interface for the mapping feature is similarly confusing. Be
warned: The app will rotate and allow you to map your lights in landscape mode, but then it
compresses them back into a confusingly squished portrait mode view. And even a pretty-good
mapping is going to look cooler than anything you would achieve with an analog light display.
As with any new technology, the personalized customer service you get from a specialized
retailer can save you from some serious headaches. Christmas Designers even has a dedicated
team to walk you through any setup issues you might encounter. If you do end up purchasing
through a big box store like Amazon, however, Twinkly does have a support section on their
website as well. There are pre-programmed light animations that mimic falling snow, fireworks,
sliding doors, spirals, and even crazy lines and snakes a single off-color trail of lights moving
through an otherwise solid-colored sea , and you can choose just about any color you can
fathomâ€”or at least any color you can pick out from the color wheel with a carefully pointed
finger. Depending on the effect, you can also customize the speed and brightness of the
movements or changing colors, and whether or not the lights stay lit, or pulsate, or flicker, et
cetera. Some of the effects even come with a music sync option that uses the built-in mic on
your phone. As far as color fidelity goes, the Twinkly lights are generally phenomenal. We
actually appreciated the fact that we could create a custom warm white tone based on our
personal preferences, too. This is different from what most people have come to expect with
Christmas lights, and it might actually help them fit better on some houses. But if you wrap the
two ends separatelyâ€”or just never take your Twinkly lights downâ€”you should be fine. Like
with the mapping feature, the app in general could use a little UI improvement. Sometimes your
Twinklys will even glitch rapidly back-and-forth between two different settings, which can be
annoying, disconcerting, or worse, especially for people with photosensitive conditions or who
are prone to seizures. But the technology will keep improving, and they also provide you with a
year-round decoration that can be customized for any occasion, and still hold up against the
rain, sleet, or snow. And that means you can impress the neighbors even more, without any
additional setup or cleanup. A small control box near the plug lets you choose between eight
settings: white, multicolor, or both, in a variety of flashing and steady lighting options. And
although the lights themselves are generally safe for outdoor use, the control box can
malfunction in the wrong read: wet conditions. However, the company no longer carries a warm
white incandescent option. Christmas Lights Etc also makes a slightly larger version of its
outdoor 5 mm wide-angle lights. We tested several white and multicolor sets from Home
Accents Holiday, which Home Depot carries exclusively. The incandescent lights were fine but
ultimately failed our durability test, leaving a large chunk of the string unlit after we submerged
them in water overnight. Overall, the construction and wiring on all of these lights was sloppy
and shoddy, and they just looked bad. Most of the news in the Christmas lights space is about
smart lights, most of which are hampered by higher costs, app problems, and poor long-term
reliability. If you want remote, app-based lighting controls but are not interested in the
high-priced razzle-dazzle of our upgrade pick , the best solution is to connect your existing
dumb lights to a smart plug-in outlet such as the Wemo Mini. You can find varying opinions on
how many lights to use for your tree. But lights per foot strikes us as a lot, and we imagine that
the result would be a particularly festive tree. The box that the tested Brite Star lights came in
goes a little lower, giving a number of lights for an 8-foot tree or 75 per foot. And this lighting
calculator from Christmas Light Source indicates that to mini lights will light an 8-foot tree. You
have a couple of different ways to apply lights, but one method in particular gets a lot of praise.
It involves putting the lights on from bottom to top, doing so vertically, going in and out as you
move up. This technique puts the lights deep in the tree and creates depth and a warm interior.
You can find more information from Real Simple. If that approach sounds too radical, you can
just do it the traditional way by circling the tree, working from bottom to top. Jason Woodward,
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